Abstract-Historically, the behaviors of repairable systems were usually modeled under the assumption that repair implied system renewal. Availability functions were then constructed using renewal functions. Often, equipment is not renewed by repair, and for equipment that is not renewed, existing models fail to capture the key features of their behavior-ongoing degradation. More recently, nonrenewal models have been proposed to reflect the fact that equipment is usually not as good as new following maintenance. A wide variety of such models have been defined. They are usually called imperfect repair models. These models have the advantage that they are more realistic but they are also more complicated; therefore, analytical results for the models have been limited. In this paper, one of the nonrenewal models is analyzed, and an approach for obtaining a detailed measure of equipment performance, the point availability, is presented. The ultimate point availability function must be approximated numerically. Nevertheless, the analysis does lead to the time-dependent measure for a variety of possible distribution models. This paper contains two contributions to the study of repairable equipment performance. First, the models analyzed include both stochastic equipment deterioration and stochastically degrading repair performance over multiple operating intervals. Second, the analytical approach to obtaining the point availability function and its approximation is based on the combined analysis of operation-time-and downtime-based formulations of the system availability. This analytical approach to availability computation has not been used previously and is quite effective.
NOTATION

{N (t), t ≥ 0}
Counting process for the number of operating (or operating and repair) intervals.
W i
Set of independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables that form the basis for modeling the durations of operating intervals.
X i
Set of random operating interval durations. Φ n Sum of the first n values of X i . (s) Laplace transform for the lower bound on the availability function when the infinite sum in that function is truncated after c terms. A *
u(c) (s)
Laplace transform for the upper bound on the availability function when the infinite sum in that function is truncated after c terms.
ε(t)
Approximation error in A(t) associated with truncating the bounds on the point availability function-the difference in the time domain between A * l(c) (s) and A
I. INTRODUCTION
Historically, the behaviors of repairable systems were usually modeled under the assumption that repair implied system renewal. This assumption implies that probability models based on renewal functions provide descriptions of system performance [1] . Subsequently, in an effort to move away from the renewal assumption, analysts developed models based on the nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) [2] , [3] and then on the mixture of the renewal and the NHPP models [4] - [6] . More recently, alternate nonrenewal models have been proposed to reflect the fact that equipment is usually not as good as new following maintenance. A wide variety of such models have been defined. They are usually called imperfect repair models.
Among the imperfect repair models, Lam [7] , [8] defined a "geometric process" which is a type of nonhomogeneous process that provides for the structured portrayal of both the deterioration of operating periods and repair intervals over time. Finkelstein [9] generalized Lam's models with the definition of his "general deteriorating renewal process" under which successive operating periods have stochastically decreasing durations and may have distinct distribution functions. Under that general definition, Finkelstein simplifies his idea to his "particular deteriorating process (PDRP)" which is actually Lam's model. Interestingly, Moranda [10] defined a set of nonstationary failure models; one of which has proportionally scaled intensities. The models are motivated by a study of software debugging processes and do not treat the repair process or availability but they may represent the first application other than the NHPP of a nonstationary failure model. Wang and Pham [11] , [12] relabel Lam's process model as the quasi-renewal process and obtain some basic Laplace transform and maintenance cost results for the model. None of these models represent renewal behavior, nor are they intended to do so. In any case, general probability models for system behavior under a quasi-renewal (or geometric or PDR) process have not been developed.
In this paper, we extend the work of Wang and Pham by developing the point availability function under a series of increasingly more complex assumptions concerning the repair activity. Both the formulation 1083-4427/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE and evaluation of the availability function are usually rather taxing. In order to build up to the availability models, we start with a model based on an assumption of instantaneous repair and use that model to construct expressions for the distribution on the expected number of failures as a function of time. We then include nonzero repair times that are i.i.d. and develop the most basic of the availability functions. Finally, we treat the case in which the repair times are assumed to increase stochastically according to a quasi-renewal process. In all of these analyses, the availability expressions are evaluated analytically when possible and numerically if obtaining an analytical solution is prohibitive.
A key contribution of this paper is the innovative use of numerical approximations to both the availability and unavailability functions to construct bounds on the time-dependent availability function. Our approach is to construct the two exact expressions in terms of infinite sums. The two expressions are exact and equivalent but become approximate and distinct after truncation. We show that the two expressions are useful as bounds on the point availability that become tighter as the number of evaluated terms increases. In addition, the bounds indicate the maximum error in point availability calculations and determine the point of truncation necessary to achieve a specified level of accuracy for the estimation of the point availability function at any time of interest.
The two availability models are based on the complementary "uptime" and downtime probabilities. Together, they provide an efficient new approach to evaluating availability under complicated repair and preventive maintenance profiles. The analysis shows that the bounds may be made arbitrarily tight over a time interval of arbitrary length.
II. QUASI-RENEWAL PROCESS
The following summary of the structure of the quasi-renewal (or geometric) process is based on the definitions developed by Lam [7] , [8] and by Wang and Pham [11] , [12] . Let {N (t), t ≥ 0} be a counting process, and let X i be the time between the (i − 1)st and the ith event for i ≥ 1. The sequence of nonnegative random variables {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . .} may be considered to represent successive operating intervals for a system. The counting process {N (t), t ≥ 0} is said to be a quasi-renewal process with parameter α and first interarrival time
. ., where the W i are i.i.d. and α > 0 is constant. Note that the equality defined here is equality in distribution so that successive operating intervals have distributions with decreasing scale.
The quasi-renewal process thus provides a useful representation of the operation of a system for which successive operating intervals are stochastically smaller. The distribution on the duration of the operating period is scaled (geometrically) by the factor 1/α; therefore, the distribution scale decreases while the distribution shape remains unchanged. A graphical illustration of this behavior is shown in Fig. 1 . For a system that has a reduced life distribution following maintenance, the quasirenewal process with α < 1 provides a more representative description of failure behavior than the imperfect repair models.
Note also that selecting α > 1 results in an expanded distribution scale. This realization of the quasi-renewal process provides a realistic model for the sequence of system repairs in which advancing age implies more complicated or difficult repair tasks. Finally, observe that setting α = 1 causes the quasi-renewal process to collapse to an ordinary renewal process.
Both of the labels quasi-renewal process and geometric process make sense. We use the term quasi-renewal here because of the conceptual parallels to renewal processes. The quasi-renewal process is not renewal in any sense but it is a point process in which the event epochs are considered to represent times at which a system is returned to service.
In order to use the quasi-renewal process as a model for the behavior of a repairable system, we start with the assumption that a new system has a life distribution F X 1 (t) = F W (t) along with the associated density f X 1 (t) and hazard function z X 1 (t). Furthermore, the corresponding functions for subsequent operating intervals are defined by
with the result that
If we ignore system repair times, the sequence of operating periods forms a quasi-renewal process, and the expected number of failures (or intervals) by time t is defined to be the "quasi-renewal function." This is an example of the conceptual parallelism to the renewal process. The notation and development is
where, by convention,
Then, as in the case of the ordinary renewal function, the Laplace transform of the quasi-renewal function is well defined as
Observe that this result implies that
but the usual dual expression does not apply. Note further that the same analysis may be applied to a sequence of repair times that are growing gradually as a result of system aging. In fact, this idea leads to our general model of system operation.
III. GENERAL AVAILABILITY MODELS
Suppose that a system operates to failure and is repaired, and that the successive operating intervals form a quasi-renewal process with parameter α < 1 while the successive repair intervals also form a quasi-renewal process with parameter β > 1. Thus, operating periods are becoming stochastically shorter, and repair intervals are becoming stochastically longer. A graphical representation of the behavior of the system is shown in Fig. 2 .
For this scenario, we again have the distributions on the lengths of the successive operating intervals given by (1) . The corresponding forms for the repair intervals are
In addition, if we define
is obtained in the same manner as F Φn (t) and G Ψn (t), and the corresponding quasi-renewal function is Q H (t).
Next, we construct two distinct availability functions. From the perspective of uptime or operating time, the availability is
Note the parallel to the usual renewal function-based form for this availability function. The successive terms represent the probability of either no failure or a cycle completion at time u with no subsequent failure during t − u. The corresponding form of the availability function in the transform space is
Because (9) is based on (8) which represents the probability that the system is functioning, this availability function and its transform are called the uptime-based availability expressions.
An alternate (and equivalent) formulation of the availability function can be obtained by considering the complement of the event that the system is down at any time. Conceptually
and the probability that a system is down at any time equals the probability that an operating interval has ended and the associated repair is not yet complete. That is
and the corresponding expression in the transform space is
This transform of the availability function and its inverse transform are called the downtime-based availability expressions.
Note that both the uptime-and downtime-based availability expressions are exact. If the infinite sums converge and are evaluated, they will yield identical availability measures. In general, we cannot identify convergent forms for the two expressions; therefore, we truncate the infinite sums and evaluate the resulting finite sums numerically. When we do this, the two sets of availability measures become approximate. Since they are based on complementary concepts, the two expressions become bounds on system availability.
Suppose that we decide to truncate the availability expressions after "c" terms. In this case, the uptime transform expression is
and this function is increasing in c; therefore, it forms a lower bound on the system availability. The bound becomes tighter as c is increased. Similarly, the downtime transform expression under truncation is
and this function is decreasing in c; therefore, it forms an upper bound on the system availability. The bound becomes tighter as c is increased. It is also appropriate to note that the previously defined bounds do not serve as statistical confidence bounds. They are computational results for the probability model and are data independent. One further point concerning the truncation is that the difference between the two finite forms provides a measure of the maximum error one may incur by approximating the availability using (13) or (14). That is
and this error function is decreasing in c. Now, the defined expressions provide the means for numerically evaluating system availability to an arbitrary level of accuracy for any choice of life distribution and repair time distribution. We will show results for several example computations. Specifically, we develop numerical results for the combinations of three specific quasirenewal-type life distributions and a corresponding set of repair time distributions. In the case of the repair time distributions, we provide the analysis for the cases in which repair is quasi-renewal and also for the cases in which β = 1 so that the repair times are i.i.d. An enumeration of the cases for which we have computed example results is as follows:
For the cases in which we take β = 1, the repair intervals form a renewal process; therefore, (13) and (14) simplify slightly to the forms
We refer to these model realizations as the i.i.d. cases.
IV. EXAMPLE MODEL CONSTRUCTIONS
Consider a case in which both operating and repair intervals are well modeled by exponential distributions. For exponential operating intervals
Then, as indicated in (4), the quasi-renewal function for the operating intervals has transform
Using the same logic, the quasi-renewal process for the repair times based on the exponential repair time distribution
with transforms
has the quasi-renewal function
Combining the two processes according to (9) yields transforms for the uptime-based availability function of
for quasi-renewal repairs and
By application of (12), the complementary forms for the downtimebased availability function are
for i.i.d. repairs. The numerical analysis of the exponential case is described in the next section. Before examining the numerical issues, we present the case of normal operating intervals with normally distributed repair intervals as this case permits the construction of a closed form inverse for the transform of the availability function.
For normally distributed operating intervals with mean μ o and variance σ 2 o , the quasi-renewal function is
The corresponding form for normally distributed repair intervals with mean μ r and variance σ
Observe that the quasi-renewal functions for the normal processes have transforms that conform to that of the underlying normal distribution. Consequently, the inverse functions in the time domain for (30) and (31) are
respectively. Combining the two processes according to (9) yields transforms for the uptime-based availability function of
for quasi-renewal repairs where 
for the case of i.i.d. repairs. Using the same basic quasi-renewal functions in (12) yields the transforms for the downtime-based availability function of
for the case of i.i.d. repairs. Because the underlying processes are normal, the associated transforms for the availability functions conform to the form for the normal process and can therefore be inverted. The uptime-based point availability function under quasi-renewal repairs in the time domain is
and the corresponding uptime-based point availability function under i.i.d. repairs is
Similarly, for the downtime-based point availability functions, the transforms can be inverted to yield
for the case of quasi-renewal repairs and
for the case of i.i.d. repairs. As indicated previously, we have analyzed ten specific cases of which the aforementioned four cases are representative. The specific transforms for the remaining six cases are enumerated in Appendix. In each case, the construction follows the same pattern as those described previously. In addition, except for the case of the normal operating and repair case, the evaluation of the availability function in the time domain hinges on the numerical inversion of the transform. In all cases, the truncation of the infinite sum determines the width of the bounds obtained for the availability function. The numerical analysis of the availability functions is described in the next section.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS OF AVAILABILITY FUNCTIONS
The evaluation of the quasi-renewal and availability models developed previously is sometimes quite difficult and only easy for a few special cases. For most of the models, the level of effort required to obtain informative model solutions is moderate and manageable. In all cases, errors may arise as a result of limitations on machine precision as well as a consequence of the truncation of the infinite series expressions.
The few special cases that are relatively easier to analyze are the ones based on normal operating intervals. For those cases, the truncation of the infinite sums is imposed on the time-based expressions rather than those in the transform space. Regardless of whether the truncation is performed in the transform space or in the time domain, the implications of the truncation are the same and important. When the quasi-renewal functions are truncated after c terms, the total number of operating intervals cannot exceed c. This is shown in Fig. 3 . The figure shows the value of Q F (t) as defined in (32) for various values of α with c = 20. Note the facts that α has a strong effect on the quasi-renewal function and all of the curves approach 20 intervals asymptotically.
For the models based on operating intervals that are not normally distributed, the truncation is implemented in the transform space. Thus, the quasi-renewal function
is approximated by
As the quasi-renewal function represents the expected number of system restarts when repair times are negligible, the infinite sum corresponds to the expected number of completed operating intervals, and the approximation is most accurate for relatively small values of time and degrades as the actual expected number of intervals approaches c. The application of the truncation strategy to the availability expressions is subject to the same numerical accuracy limitations as those that apply to the quasi-renewal function. As the value of c is increased, accuracy is improved but computational effort is increased. For the infinite sum, each term in the lower bound expression corresponds to the event that the nth repair is completed at time u and the (n + 1)st operation interval is of length t − u or greater. The expression for the truncated transform of the uptime-based availability function is stated in (13) and implies that
The accuracy of the approximations naturally depends on the number of terms included prior to the truncation of the infinite sums. In addition, the successive reduction in the scale of the operating interval distributions and the corresponding increase in the scale of the repair time distributions imply that the contribution to the availability function provided by the successive terms in the infinite sum decreases with n.
The "availability contribution" that the first several terms in this lower bound expression make to the value of the point availability is shown in Fig. 4 . Starting from the left, each curve shows the portion of the value of A(t) added by the inverses of the successive terms. Note that, as the process evolves, each term makes a smaller contribution to the point availability, but each term has a larger variance than the previous term and therefore makes its contribution over a longer interval of time.
Clearly, for a system that is never renewed, the availability goes ultimately to zero. However, in addition to that phenomenon, truncating the infinite sum that comprises the availability function forces the numerical sum to zero early by eliminating the contribution of excluded terms.
The parallel concept is shown in Fig. 5 for the upper bound. In this case, (14) leads to
. (45) Each term in the sum for the upper bound has a negative contribution to the point availability function. Otherwise, the same type of behavior is observed. Each term makes a less significant overall contribution but the width of the time interval over which each term makes a contribution is increasing with the cycle number. Excluding terms has the corresponding effect of allowing unavailability to go to zero. The combined effect of the two bounds and their truncation is shown in Fig. 6 . For adequately large values of c, the bounds on the point availability are quite tight. However, once the time measure has increased sufficiently for the approximations to degrade, the bounds diverge toward their limiting forms quite rapidly. This implies that a careful analysis of the truncated expressions for the bounds can provide useful availability estimates.
The general behavior of the approximating functions is shown in Fig. 7 . As is indicated in the graph, increasing c improves the approximation while extending the time interval implies a need to further increase the number of terms included in the approximating functions. Clearly, any specific problem may be analyzed to whatever level of accuracy the problem significance mandates at the cost of the corresponding computational effort.
A final observation concerning the numerical evaluation of the approximating availability functions is that all of the types of systems represented by the models in this paper must have availability functions that eventually go to zero. If a sufficiently large number of terms are included in the approximation so that the upper bound function goes to zero, the upper and lower bounds will nearly coincide, and the accuracy of the approximations will be very high. Of course, the computational effort required may be unmanageable but there are cases in which it is possible to use this strategy. For example, when operating and repair times are both normally distributed, it is possible to include sufficiently many terms to exploit this capability of the models. In general, the effort required is specific to the choice of distributions. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The development of point availability results for a nonhomogeneous process is relatively unique. A detailed framework has been provided in this paper for expressing and calculating the point availability of a system using the quasi-renewal process to model the deterioration of operating and repair intervals. As examples, specific forms of the point availability and quasi-renewal functions have also been provided. The cornerstone of our approach is the definition of bounding functions based on two perspectives on availability. The idea of using unavailability to obtain availability measures is also rather new.
It may also be observed that the approximating functions may be used jointly as described here or they may be used 1) to approximate the availability function or 2) as a bound on availability. In the case that only one of the approximations is used, care should be taken to be sure that sufficiently many terms are included. The approximating function that is used can help to select a stopping criterion for the number of terms by examining the numerical contribution of successive terms.
Example numerical results are obtained under the assumption that repair and operating intervals deteriorate according to quasi-renewal processes which provide insight into the behavior of the point availability and renewal-type functions for a nonhomogeneous process. As mentioned earlier, modeling efforts that do not rely on limiting behavior or that assume minimal repair or renewal are unfortunately uncommon. This effort provides analytical results in the very interesting and realistic class of problems that do not make any of these assumptions.
Both the computational power and the precision of machine arithmetic are issues in obtaining numerical results for the quasi-renewal and point availability functions. In order to obtain useful results, the Laplace transforms must be inverted symbolically, which is computationally demanding. Following symbolic inversion, the resulting expression in the time domain must be solved for particular parameter values. The nature of the expressions in the time domain are such that the rounding error resulting from machine arithmetic involving very large and small numbers induces a certain amount of error in the numerical results. This becomes more or less pronounced depending on the combination of parameter values that are used. Typically, as the deterioration factor of the operating or repair intervals increases, corresponding to slowly deteriorating operating intervals or quickly deteriorating repair intervals, the machine error becomes worse. In addition, the use of theoretical distributions with an exponential form, such as the gamma distribution, amplifies this behavior.
Some general statements can be made about the sensitivity of the point availability functions to certain parameters for gamma and exponentially distributed operating intervals. When a repair parameter is altered, it causes a distinct and predictable shift in the upper bound, but the behavior of the lower bound is altered in a more subtle fashion. This is because the upper bound is calculated using the downtimebased point availability approximation, which is more dependent upon the repair distribution than the distribution of the operating intervals. Similarly, changes in an operation interval parameter cause a distinct and predictable shift in the lower bound since the lower bound is calculated using the downtime-based point availability function, which is more dependent upon the distribution on the operating intervals.
Clearly, there are many extensions to the work reported in this paper. The first of these would be the treatment of the failure time model based on the Weibull life distribution. Extensions to preventive maintenance planning will be challenging but very valuable once they are completed.
Perhaps, the key point is that new approaches to portray repairable equipment performance are becoming reasonable as computing capability improves. This paper provides an example of the improvements in realism that can be attained.
APPENDIX
The application of (9) to the case of normal quasi-renewal operating intervals and exponential quasi-renewal repair intervals yields the following transform of the uptime-based point availability function: 
